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01 know the market 

01

A cover design that doesn’t appeal to  
the book’s target audience is not an  
effective design. 

Research what colours, imagery and 
typographical styles are attractive to the 
target reader and use them to the fullest. 

 know the market 
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02 find the essence 

02

A cover should communicate the essence of 
the book’s narrative instead of illustrating 
every detail of its contents.

If you can capture that essence successfully, 
the reader will feel it when they first see  
the design.

 find the essence 
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03 typography is key

03

Typography works just as hard as imagery to 
communicate the book’s essence on a cover. 

Effective typography can make the 
difference between a mediocre cover and  
a best-seller – dismiss it at your peril.

 typography is key
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04

Metaphors can be used to subtly suggest 
themes to the reader in a wordless way. 

When used well alongside the title, 
metaphorical imagery can create humour,  
or tension and can subtly communicate 
difficult themes.

04 embrace metaphor embrace metaphor
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05 employ hierarchy

05

Guide the reader around the text on a cover 
by clearly indicating the hierarchy of the text. 

You may have a series title, book title, author 
name, subtitle and strapline/review quote to 
include, and this will be overwhelming if  
text size, colour and composition are not 
used effectively to indicate levels  
of importance.

 employ heirarchy
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06 consider the physical

06

Cover effects like spot UV, embossing, foiling 
and lamination should be used to present 
your design at its best on the print book.

Design with these in mind, rather than 
adding them as an afterthought. 

 consider the physical
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